
Friends Promo!
24 sessions Retail WAS $2750, NOW price is $1800
(Split with a friend or keep it all for yourself and save a ton of money)Financing
available with fee
Includes:
✔2 months of Free Detox Products
✔112 Meals as meal replacement shakes
✔1 package of approved snack
✔4 days of cleanse day products



✔Red Light Anti-Aging and Pore ✔Cleansing Facial Mask for 24 sessions
✔Unlimited use of the Sauna Jump
✔Unlimited use of the whole body vibration
✔Re-wire your brain towards thinking like a naturally thin person…each session
listen to a relaxing audio that helps you with eating out, weekend eating, and
more.  This is an app you can use on your phone also for a small subscription
fee.
✔Access to our exclusive Facebook group community-a great resource and
great community accountability.
✔Download and Printout of 9 Days of Recipes, snack ideas, exact schedule for
the shred, cleanse day schedule hour by hour
✔Regular Emails with new recipes
✔Text Coaching from Dr. Bobbie and wellness team

12 Session Silver
Retail was $1750, now price is $900
Financing Available with  fee
includes
1 month of nutrition and detox products
✔56 Meal replacement shakes
✔4 days of cleanse products
✔Red Light Anti-Aging and Pore ✔Anti-aging and cleansing Facial Mask for 12
sessions
✔Unlimited use of the Sauna Jump
✔Unlimited use of the whole body vibration
✔Re-wire your brain towards thinking like a naturally thin person…each session
listen to a relaxing audio that helps you with eating out, weekend eating, and
more.  This is an app you can use on your phone also for a small subscription
fee.
✔Access to our exclusive Facebook group community-a great resource and
great community accountability.
✔Download and Printout of 9 Days of snack ideas, exact schedule for the shred,
cleanse day schedule hour by hour
✔Regular Emails with new recipes
✔Text Coaching from Dr. Bobbie and wellness team




